POOL ROVER Jr. WORKS WITHOUT THE HASSLE OF HOSES &
OFFERS YOU SO MUCH MORE.
z

z

Just drop your lightweight Pool Rover Jr. in your
pool and push a button. It’s that easy.
“Jet-propelled” to systematically clean the flat-bottomed floors of 24’ diameter pools in as little as 30
minutes.

z

Self-contained with its own internal pump and filtration system, so it vacuums and filters without
hoses!

z

It removes everything from large leaves to algae
as small as 2 microns with its easy to clean, reusable
state-of-the-art filter bag.

z

Actually pays for itself by reducing chemical,
water and energy costs by as much as 50%!

z

Proven long life and low maintenance, Pool Rover Jr.
will serve you well for many years.

z

Has a guidance system that’s easy to set and will
clean any shape aboveground pool.

z

Extra-wide non-marring wheels allow it to roll over
ripples and deep footprints in pool bottoms.

z

Its Patented E-Z Swivel Device ensures a
tangle-free cable.

z

Made in the U.S.A.
Supported by the leading
national network of
robotic service centers
and in-house customer
support team.

z

Works without the
familiar wear and tear
parts found on all other
aboveground cleaners
saving you even
more money.

ONLY POOL ROVER Jr. IS
CAPABLE OF CLEANING ANY
FLAT - BOTTOMED POOL IN AS
LITTLE AS 30 MINUTES.
NO HOSES OR ASSEMBLY NEEDED,
SIMPLY PLUG N’ PLAY.
Systematic Round Pool Cleaning Pattern

IS THE AUTOMATIC
HOSE-FREE SOLUTION
TO CLEANING YOUR
ABOVEGROUND
POOL

Systematic Rectangular Cleaning Pattern

Systematic Oval Cleaning Pattern

Out of its box Pool Rover Jr. is ready to completely clean the pool floor of any flat-bottom
vinyl lined pool.
Ask your pool supply dealer for more details.

The World’s Leader In Robotic Pool Cleaning Solutions

25 Rutgers Avenue, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
1-800-221-1750
www.PoolRover.com
Handcrafted
in the U.S.A.
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LISTED

#1 Selling
Aboveground Pool
Cleaning Robots

THE ABOVEGROUND
POOL CLEANING
ROBOT

Here’s what makes the Aquabot Pool Rover Jr. the best way to clean your aboveground pool:

The easiest, fastest and most efficient
way to clean your flat-bottomed pool.

Patented E-Z Swivel
ensures a tangle-free
cable.
Its power supply is equipped
with an adjustable timer to
allow for cleaning of any pool
size or configuration.

“Jet-propelled” by its own internal pump and automatically changes direction when it comes to the pool
wall! (no drive belts to replace or hoses to untangle)

41 ft. Floating cable keeps out of the
Pool Rover Jr.’s cleaning path.
Pool Rover Jr.’s body is
lightweight and durable
(only 10.5 lbs.).

Large, lightweight
non-marring wheels.
You bought a swimming pool to have fun - not to
give yourself more work. Maybe you find yourself
spending time cleaning the pool instead of swimming
and enjoying it.
Or maybe you bought one of those pool cleaners
that work off your pool filtration system. Because
your aboveground pool filtration system was only
designed to filter your pool water and not to vacuum
and clean your pool floor, you may have noticed that
the filtration system doesn’t do a very good job and
requires constant cleaning.
Besides, those bulky hoses get tangled; you’ve got
to drag them out of storage, hook them up to the
intake valve, and the cleaners tend to get stuck on
the ladders, stairs, seams, drains and footprints.
Making matters worse, they’re noisy and their wearable parts add up. Get yourself a Pool Rover Jr.
today and enjoy complete, effortless pool cleaning
at the touch of a button!

Pool Rover Jr.,
its floating cable
and power supply
are ETL listed, the
highest safety &
reliability standard
in the industry.

The internal pump motor pulls debris through
large intakes on the underside of the Pool
Rover Jr. into its reusable 19 quart capacity
filter bag, capturing everything from large
leaves to bacteria and algae as small as 2
microns.

2” clearance allows the Pool Rover Jr.
to pass over obstacles like raised
drains, “footprints”, and uneven pool
floors.

Pool Rover Jr. cleans most pools in
as little as 30 minutes and has a 2
hour Automatic Shut-off.

